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Pratik.. i m new to this so if some one
can help me.. ive come across a
device "Remotecasters Bamboobox
Portable Media Center" which works as
a mediacenter (i know this device is
old and made in China but currently i
have to work on this and i don't have
money to buy any other device) and
this device can be used to Download
Movies on it..and it's totally FREE i
mean NO 1 BILLION DOLLARS or
million$.. is this device compatible
with android os 2.3.6 and android
2.3.x..??and any other android
version?? and if no then is there any
way to use it in android?? any help
regarding this?? will be appreciated..
A: I think this is not possible, android
just has just too much security
measures in place and using hardware
to bypass the security measures is not
allowed. To my knowledge every
player supports HTTP requests to play
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remote video content, as yours does.
I've got an Samsung Galaxy S2, and
the USB ports on it allow for
downloading movies, but I'm not sure
if that's any different for other android
devices. Q: How to override/increase
image size in jBPM We have one user
who is trying to upload image files in
jBPM. It does work until the image size
goes above the maximum allowed
size. If we try to increase that size
then user gets "error" (UI) like the
image is to big. Do you know what's
going wrong there? Is there any way to
increase that limit? A: You could
increase the max image size as
detailed in the.bpmn document. Also,
you could consider using the WADL
generator to generate the workflow
definition. This generates
minimal/optimized.bpmn files to use
with the designer. References to
health (e.g., weight, temperature,
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blood pressure, allergies, pregnancy,
etc.) are frequently communicated
among patients (e.g., doctors and
staff), family members, and friends.
For example, patients communicate
health information to family members
and friends using cell phones or other
electronic devices. In addition, family
members and friends commonly
communicate with each other
regarding the health of their
respective patients using cell phones
or other electronic devices. However,
cell phone bills associated with a
multiplicity of incoming and outgoing
calls can be costly and can pose
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